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Law360 (January 18, 2019, 3:21 PM EST) -- Pomerantz LLP secured almost 
$3 billion in 2018 for investors who alleged securities of Brazil's state-run 
oil giant Petrobras were negatively impacted by a massive corruption 
scandal, earning the firm a place on Law360's list of Securities Groups of 
the Year. 
 
Pomerantz attorneys were able to achieve this result, as well as an $80 
million settlement resolving investor allegations involving Yahoo data 
breaches, by focusing much of their efforts on proving damages, said 
managing partner Jeremy Lieberman. For the Petrobras case, investors 
ultimately alleged what they called an "unprecedented" 21 corrective 
disclosures revealing the fraud, and Lieberman said he personally spent 
about 500 hours with their damages expert. 
 
"It was really understanding the damages and ... putting defendants on the defensive and saying: Listen 
if you don't pay us large settlements, you're going to be in front of a jury and they're not going to like to 
hear about some company involved in a massive fraud and kickback scheme," Lieberman said. 
 
The Petrobras deal represented the biggest securities class action settlement in a decade and the 
biggest-ever in a class action involving a foreign issuer, according to Pomerantz. 
 
The settlement resolved investors' allegations that the price of Petrobras' American depositary receipts 
declined when the public became aware of a long-running scheme in which construction companies 
overcharged Petrobras and used some of the excess costs to pay off company executives and Brazilian 
politicians. 
 
Notably, the class of investors achieved a greater result than individual investors that had opted out of 
the class action and litigated their claims separately. Sophisticated institutional investors that opt out of 
class actions typically expect to secure a greater recovery than the class, Lieberman said. Class actions 
might face certification challenges or include some investors whose claims are weaker than others, 
potentially dragging down the total recovery. 
 
The class action settlement represented a 65 percent premium to the recoveries the individual plaintiffs 
secured, according to court documents. 
 
"That's really a unique, once-in-a-generation result where you'll have the class do better than the opt-
outs," Lieberman said. "And it wasn't by accident." 
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Lieberman gave credit to the aggressive approach they took with damages, saying individual investors 
alleged maybe five or six corrective disclosures compared to the class's 21. Also, a number of individual 
plaintiffs settled during an appeal of U.S. District Judge Jed Rakoff's class certification ruling, whereas 
the class saw the appeal through and was prepared to take the case to trial, Lieberman said. 
 
The appeal itself was significant, resulting in a Second Circuit opinion that dealt blows to plaintiffs and 
defendants alike. The federal appellate court decertified the classes of investors, saying the question of 
whether each investor had bought the securities in a domestic transaction was too individualized. 
 
But the three-judge panel simultaneously rejected Petrobras' bid for a heightened standard when 
determining whether a class is ascertainable, or identifiable. The Second Circuit also rejected Petrobras' 
argument that the investors should have been required to show that the stock increased in response to 
positive news and declined in response to negative news. 
 
"That decision really will help plaintiffs in class actions for at least a generation," Lieberman said. 
 
Also last year, Pomerantz represented investors in a suit involving Yahoo's alleged failure to disclose 
information about two massive data breaches. Yahoo agreed to pay the investors $80 million in March 
in what Pomerantz called "the first significant settlement" resolving a securities suit over a data breach. 
 
One of the biggest challenges of the case was convincing the court and the defendants that the federal 
securities laws can address something like a data breach, Lieberman said. 
 
The firm is currently working on another case that might be considered unconventional within the 
securities realm. A proposed class of investors, represented by Pomerantz, has alleged the value of their 
stock declined following reports of sexual misconduct by Wynn Resorts Ltd. CEO Steve Wynn. 
 
"Because what is material to investors is evolving, the cases have to evolve," Lieberman said. 
 
Pomerantz's team of 40 attorneys focuses the vast majority of its efforts on securities work. The group is 
spread across offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and Paris. 
 
Lieberman said the firm has no immediate plans to expand further. 
 
"I don't think you look to grow," Lieberman said. "You look to get more interesting cases and high-
profile cases and cutting edge cases. Naturally, the headcount increases along with that." 
 
--Editing by Nicole Bleier. 
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